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SUMMARY Satellite broadcasting of 4K/8K ultra-high definition television (UHDTV) was launched in Japan in December 2018. Because this system uses the amplitude and phase shift keying (APSK) modulation scheme, there is a need to improve the non-linear characteristics of the satellite transponders. To meet this requirement, we have been developing a 120-W-class Ku-band solid state power amplifier (SSPA) as a replacement for the currently used traveling wave tube amplifier (TWTA).

In this study, we developed a gallium-nitride (GaN) SSPA and linearizer (LNZ). The SSPA achieved an output power of 120 W while maintaining a power added efficiency (PAE) of 31%. We evaluated the transmission performance of 16APSK in this SSPA channel in comparison with that in the TWTA channel.
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1. Introduction

Broadcasting services such as 4K/8K ultra-high definition television (UHDTV) are attracting attention all over the world [1]. In Japan, the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications has issued a road map that calls for UHDTV satellite broadcasting [2]. UHDTV satellite broadcasting services were launched in December 2018.

Ku-band traveling wave amplifiers (TWTA) have been used in satellite transponders for providing satellite broadcasting in Japan, because of their high output power. The TWTA operation requires converting the spacecraft bus voltages into several kilovolts with an electronic power conditioner (EPC), and the total weight of the typical Ku-band TWTA and EPC is 1.8 kg [3]. Therefore, solid state power amplifiers (SSPAs) have an advantage to mitigate the operating voltage and weight and have been studied as replacements for TWTA in the lower frequency bands [4]. It is also expected that SSPAs will replace TWTA operating in the Ku-Band. As for the signal amplified in the satellite, a transmission standard for UHDTV satellite broadcasting (ISDB-S3) has been recommended by ITU-R [5], which deals with modulation schemes of amplitude and phase shift keying (APSK) to increase the transmission capacity. TWTA need to be operated at a large back-off to reduce their non-linearities when APSK signals are transmitted.

In general, SSPAs have better linearity than TWTA [6]. However, the efficiency and output power of SSPAs fabricated with gallium-arsenide (GaAs) technology have not yet reached the levels of TWTA. Recently, the chances of obtaining high efficiency and high output power from SSPAs have increased because of the development of gallium-nitride (GaN) devices. Figure 1 shows the trend of Ku-band power amplifiers (PAs). From 2004 to 2006, 10-W-class devices had been built from GaAs [7]–[9]. In 2009, a GaN PA with an output power of over 50 W under continuous wave (CW) conditions was developed [10]. Since 2014, GaN technology has been used to achieve 80-W-class output powers [11], [12]. A 120-W-class SSPA applying this technology could be a replacement for the 120-W-class TWTA in the current broadcasting satellite transponder [13]. So far, we have studied using 100-W-class SSPAs for a broadcasting satellite operating in the 12-GHz band (11.7 to 12.2 GHz) [14]–[16].

In this paper, we describe a 120-W-class 12-GHz-band SSPA. The SSPA comprises a diode linearizer (LNZ), GaN driver amplifier (DA), and GaN high power amplifier (HPA). The HPA achieves an output power of 120 W (50.8 dBm). In designing SSPAs, un-modulated signals are typically used as the input signal; for example, a LNZ is tuned with a two-tone signal (two un-modulated-signals). However, we cannot evaluate the transmission performance of APSK signals accurately with these methods. Therefore, we designed and evaluated our SSPA with the 16APSK used for UHDTV satellite broadcasting in Japan. In Sect. 2, we describe the...
satellite transponder model, evaluation methods, and definitions for designing the SSPA. Sections 3 and 4 describe the design and performance of the SSPA. Section 5 discusses the transmission performance of 16APSK in SSPA channels. We summarize the paper in Sect. 6.

2. Transmission Model for Broadcasting Satellite

It is important to evaluate the transmission performance over the whole satellite loopback to develop a 120-W-class SSPA because the radio frequency (RF) components of the satellite transponder, which includes amplifiers and filters, impact digital signals. Below, we describe the satellite channel model and the methods used in our evaluation.

2.1 Satellite Channel Model

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the satellite channel model in our simulation, which is mainly made up of a transmitter, satellite transponder, and receiver. The dashed line in the figure outlines the configuration of a typical satellite transponder, which consists of an input multiplexer (IMUX) filter, a TWTA, and an output multiplexer (OMUX) filter [17], [18]. The role of the satellite transponder is to filter a single carrier out of the uplink signals, amplify it, and send it to the service area.

The specifications of the modulated signal for our evaluation are listed in Table 1. A 16APSK (FEC code rate: 7/9) signal in accordance with ISDB-S3 (Nyquist bandwidth: 33.7561 MHz, roll-off factor: 0.03) is transmitted from the mapper in Fig. 2, because 16APSK is used in 4K/8K UHDTV satellite broadcasting in Japan. The “EQ.” block in the receiver means an adaptive equalizer based on the least-squares-error criterion [19].

Figure 3 shows the AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics of the TWTA, which are actual measurements from indoor tests [17]–[19]. In the case of the 120-W-class TWTA, the normalized output power of 0 dB corresponds to 120 W (50.8 dBm). It is desirable for the TWTA to amplify the signal as much as possible and have maximum output power, because a 45-cm-diameter parabolic reflector antenna is used for reception of the satellite broadcasting [20]. Therefore, the TWTA is operated near the saturation point. On the other hand, the transmission performance deteriorates in saturated operation because of the increase in non-linearity. Thus, there is a trade-off between the gain of the amplifier and the linearity.

Figure 4 shows the amplitude and group delay characteristics of the IMUX and OMUX filters, which are also actual measurements from the indoor tests [17]–[19]. The role of the IMUX is to filter a single carrier out of the other adjacent broadcasting waves [21]. The role of the OMUX is to suppress spectrum re-growth induced by operating the TWTA near the saturation point [6]. To play these roles, the non-uniform group delays within the Nyquist band of the IMUX and OMUX filters remain. These characteristics negatively impact transmission performance [22]. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the transmission performances of the TWTA and SSPA under the same IMUX and OMUX characteristics. We used the characteristics of Fig. 4 as common parameters in the simulations of Sects. 3.4 and 4.2 and in the experiments in Sect. 5.

2.2 Definition of OBO

The output back-off (OBO) in the simulations and experi-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Specifications of modulated signal.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modulation scheme (FEC code rate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupied bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll-off factor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FEC: Forward Error Correction
Fig. 5 Input back-off (IBO) and output back-off (OBO) definitions.

ments was defined as the ratio of the OMUX filter output power of the un-modulated carrier peak point to that of the modulated carrier operating point [23], as shown in Fig. 5.

2.3 Evaluation Methods

We can increase availability of broadcasting services by improving the transmission performance. The performance can be evaluated using the total degradation, which is the value of the required carrier to noise power ratio (C/N) + OBO. The OBO results in a decrease in received C/N when considering the link budget, which means a decrease in the link margin. Therefore, the most advantageous transmission is when the required C/N + OBO is a minimum. We quantitatively evaluated the transmission performance by comparing the required C/N + OBO in simulations and experiments. The definitions of the required C/N are described below.

The required C/N in the experiments was defined as the C/N at a bit error rate (BER) of $1 \times 10^{-11}$ with forward error correction (FEC) [23]. Its value was derived from an extrapolation of three measurement points in the C/N versus BER characteristics [23]. In the simulations, the required C/N was also defined as the C/N at the BER of $1 \times 10^{-11}$ and derived as follows [24]:

A) The C/N at a BER of $1 \times 10^{-11}$ for 16APSK (7/9) at the ideal loopback with FEC is 10.8 dB [23].
B) The BER for 16APSK (7/9) at the ideal loopback without FEC is $4.94 \times 10^{-2}$, when the C/N is 10.8 dB.
C) From A) and B), we can say that the C/N at a BER of $4.94 \times 10^{-2}$ at the satellite loopback without FEC is the required C/N because it equals the C/N at the BER of $1 \times 10^{-11}$ with FEC.

3. SSPA Design and HPA Prototype

3.1 Configuration of SSPA

Figure 6 shows the configuration of the SSPA prototype. The SSPA mainly includes a diode linearizer (LNZ), GaN driver amplifier (DA), and GaN high power amplifier (HPA). The LNZ compensates for the AM/AM and AM/PM distortion of the whole PAs [16]. The DA has a saturation power of 60 W and has been reported in detail [15].

In this section, we describe the 120-W HPA prototype and verify its transmission performance. The HPA has the following requirements:

1. Output power up to 120 W (50.8 dBm).
2. Better transmission performance for 16APSK (7/9) than when using the TWTA in Fig. 3.

3.2 Design of HPA

The output power of the HPA becomes higher when a device size characteristic such as the unit gate width (Wgu) becomes larger [15], [16]. In order to increase the output power, the whole transistor needs to be enlarged. There are two methods of enlarging the transistor. One is to enlarge Wgu. However, in so doing, the power density and gain are decreased, and thus, the maximum power is limited and power added efficiency (PAE) is also decreased. The other method is to increase the number of cells. However, the combiner loss is increased in this case, and thus, there is a trade-off between the output power and PAE. For this reason, we optimized the size of the transistor to obtain an output power of 120 W with high efficiency. We calculated the output power and PAE of the HPA depending on Wgu and the number of cells while considering this trade-off.

Figure 7 shows the estimated performance of the HPA. The output power and PAE are estimated under the conditions of a power density variation of 0.12 dB per Wgu of 10 µm and gain variation of 0.3 dB per Wgu of 10 µm. We set Wgu to 80 µm and used 64 cells to have a margin of output power obtaining 30% of PAE. To achieve a higher PAE, we used a second harmonic reflection circuit [15] and set the gate length at 0.15 µm.
3.3 HPA Prototype

Figure 8 shows the HPA prototype that we fabricated based on the design in Sect. 3.2, and Fig. 9 shows the measured output performance. The output power resulted in 120 W (50.8 dBm) when the PAE and gain were 31% and 7 dB, respectively. Figure 10 shows the measured AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics for the prototype. Here, the normalized input and output powers at the peak point in Fig. 10 (both 0 dB) correspond to 43.8 and 50.8 dBm, respectively. Figure 11 shows the recent trend of GaN PAs in the Ku band. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that an output power of 120 W has been reported for devices operating in the Ku-band.

3.4 Simulated Transmission Performance of HPA

To verify requirement B) in Sect. 3.1, we simulated the transmission performance for 16APSK (7/9) through the HPA prototype. We calculated the required C/N in steps A) – C) of Sect. 2.3. A block diagram of the simulation is shown in Fig. 2. We compared the TWTA and HPA systems in terms of the following channel models:

A) IMUX filter (Fig. 4) – TWTA (Fig. 3) – OMUX filter
B) IMUX filter – SSPA (HPA) (Fig. 10) – OMUX filter

The OBOs for channels A) and B) were fixed to 2.2 dB [13], and the input back-off (IBO) was derived from the OBO. Figure 12 shows the C/N versus BER characteristics for 16APSK (7/9) without FEC over channels A) and B). This figure also indicates the values for the ideal loop.
back, described in Sect. 2.3. Table 2 lists the total degradations in terms of the required C/N + OBOs obtained from Fig. 12. The total degradation for HPA system B) was 0.1 dB smaller than that for TWTA system A). From these simulation results, we confirmed that the transmission performance of our HPA prototype is equivalent to the TWTA. Thus, in the next section, we describe the design of a LNZ, which connects to the HPA, to improve performance.

4. Linearizer Design and Prototype

We developed a 12-GHz-band LNZ to compensate for distortion due to the amplifier characteristics (AM/AM and AM/PM) of the HPA prototype described in Sect. 3. We did not consider the LNZ to compensate for the distortion due to the group delay characteristics in Fig. 4. The required C/N + OBO can be decreased by connecting the LNZ to the HPA, as shown in Fig. 6. The configuration of the LNZ and how its parameters are optimized are described below.

4.1 Design of LNZ

Figure 13 shows the equivalent circuit of the LNZ. We can compensate for the AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics by using diodes. However, the AM/PM variation in the 12-GHz band is limited by parasitic inductances between the diode and ground. To reduce the parasitic inductances, we used the topology of a diode linearizer with a virtual ground [25]. The input signal is separated into two paths, the phases of which differ by 180 degrees (Fig. 13). Accordingly, a virtual short is generated at the center of diode. Therefore, the effect of the parasitic inductance becomes negligible.

4.2 LNZ Parameter Study with Simulated Transmission Performance

The linearity of a PA depends on the shape of the AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics. We compared several characteristics corresponding to the LNZ parameters in simulations for the LNZ, DA, and HPA connected in series like in Fig. 6. Here, we utilized the characteristics of the DA and HPA as the measurements and assumed that there were four micro strip line (MSL) lengths in the LNZ for tuning. Figure 14 shows the simulated AM/AM, normalized gain, and AM/PM characteristics of the SSPA (LNZs (MSL length: 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 mm) – DA – HPA). The OBOs from channels A) to D) are 2.2 dB [13]. Table 3 lists the total degradations in terms of the required C/N + OBOs in simulations in the same way as in Sect. 3.4. System C) (MSL length: 1.5 mm) performed the best because the required C/N + OBO for it was 14.05 dB. We chose this MSL length for the LNZ hardware.

4.3 LNZ Prototype

Figure 15 shows a photograph of the 12-GHz-band LNZ prototype. The substrate is composed of alumina. The diodes are implemented on the transmission lines. Figure 16 shows the measured AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics of the SSPA (LNZ – DA – HPA) which had an LNZ with a 1.5-mm-long MSL. Here, the normalized input (LNZ input) and
output (HPA output) powers at the peak point in Fig. 16 correspond to −5.0 and 50.8 dBm, respectively. We used this SSPA model in the experiments described in Sect. 5.

5. Transmission Experiments

5.1 Experimental System

Figure 17 shows a block diagram of the transmission system of our experiments. The dashed line marks the area of the 12-GHz-band satellite transponder in the satellite simulator composed of hardware [17]–[19]. We conducted transmission tests by replacing the TWTA with the SSPA inside this satellite simulator and evaluated the differences in transmission performance in the following channel models:

A) IMUX filter (Fig. 4) – TWTA (Fig. 3) – OMUX filter (Fig. 4)
B) IMUX filter – SSPA (Fig. 16) – OMUX filter

The OBOs of A) and B) were controlled by a variable attenuator at the IMUX filter output and set to 2.2 dB [13].

The center frequency of the modulated carrier from the transmitter was 140 MHz. The satellite simulator consisted of a frequency up-converter (from 140 MHz to 12.03436 GHz), 12-GHz-band satellite transponder (satellite channel), and frequency down-converter (from 12.03436 GHz to 140 MHz). The modulated signal over the satellite simulator went into a noise adder for the downlink C/N measurement.

5.2 Experimental Results

Figure 18 shows the C/N versus BER characteristics for 16APSK (7/9). Table 4 lists the required C/N + OBO obtained from Fig. 18. The required C/N + OBO for 16APSK (7/9) was 14.9 dB at channel A), whereas it was 14.0 dB at channel B). Under the same OBO of 2.2 dB for both channels, the required C/N + OBO improved by 0.9 dB as a result of using the developed SSPA.

Figure 19 shows the received constellations without downlink noise for 16APSK (7/9) at channels A) and B). The constellation at B) (SSPA) rotated less than at A) (TWTA). From these constellations, it can be seen that the phase shift of the SSPA, which depends on the input power, is smaller than that of the TWTA.
6. Conclusion

We fabricated a 120-W 12-GHz-band SSPA prototype with a diode linearizer for improving 4K/8K satellite broadcasting services in the future. We evaluated its transmission performance in simulations to determine the design parameters for the fabrication process and in experiments as a final test. What we obtained from this study are as follows.

- The fabricated HPA achieved a 120-W output power with a PAE of 31%. This is the highest output power yet reported for a single GaN HPA in the 12-GHz band.
- We developed a 12-GHz-band LNZ. We designed it by making an evaluation using the 16APSK signal of ISDB-S3 rather than an un-modulated or two-tone signal. This method is the first such attempt in this field.
- We conducted transmission experiments showing that the transmission performance of 16APSK (7/9) in the SSPA channel improved by 0.9 dB compared with that in the TWTA channel in operation at an OBO of 2.2 dB.
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